In this article we give a detailed exposition of 3-dimensional untwisted Dijkgraaf-Witten theory. Given a finite group Γ, we are able to express the associated DW invariant of a link in terms of its Reshetikhin-Turaev invariants constructed from the quantum double of Γ. Then we develop a feasible method to compute the DW invariants of Montesinos knots. As an application, we derive a formula for the number of n-colorings of Montesinos knots by computing the DW invariant when the Γ is Dn with n odd.
Introduction
Dijkgraaf-Witten theory is a topological quantum field theory (TQFT). It was first proposed in [5] , and since then has been further studied by many people; see [7] [8] [9] [10] 17, 25, 27] , and the references therein. It can be defined for any integer l 1, any finite group Γ and any cohomology class α ∈ H l (Γ; U (1)), and is said to be untwisted when α = 0. The key ingredient of the untwisted DW theory (denoted as DW 0 l,Γ ) is counting homomorphisms from the fundamental group of a manifold to Γ.
In dimensional 3, there are a wide class of TQFTs. According to ReshetikhinTuraev [21] , starting from a "modular Hopf algebra", one can firstly associate to each colored framed link (L, c) an invariant F (L, c), and then use it to construct cobordism invariant, which fits in TQFT axioms. Actually this gives an extended TQFT, see also [2] .
From a finite group Γ, a modular Hopf algebra called the (untwisted) quantum double D(Γ) (see [2] Section 3.2) can be constructed. So it gives rise to a 3d TQFT, denoted as RT 0 Γ . It was believed [7] that DW However, there are still many things in vague. In this article we clarify some relation between DW The novelty of our work is to build a "visible" bridge connecting DW 0 3,Γ to RT 0 Γ , so one can see why these two approaches should give rise to the same TQFT. We aim to keep the article on an elementary level, filling in many important details that have not been explained before. Also, when dealing with 3-manifolds with corners, we prefer the concept " 2 -manifold" of [13] to the more widely used "cospan" of [17] .
DW theory not only has theoretical importance since it is one of the first rigorously constructed TQFTs, but also is practically interesting because of its relation with fundamental group. The fundamental group of a manifold, as a noncommutative object, encodes much topological information of the manifold, but at the same time, is often hard to handle. The DW invariant of a manifold, however, can extract partial information of its fundamental group.
In general, enumeration of homomorphisms from a group G to finite groups is usually helpful to understand the group G. For example, the old topic of counting finite-index subgroups of a finitely generated group G is directly related to counting homomorphisms from G to symmetric groups, see [15, 23] ; the Hall invariant of a group G, which counts epimorphisms from G onto finite groups, dates back to [11] and also has its own interests [16, 23] .
When G is the fundamental group of some manifold M , homomorphisms from G to finite groups have additional topological meanings. In dimension 2, people studied existence and enumeration problems on surface coverings by counting homomorphisms from surface groups to finite groups, see [12, 19, 24] . But in 3-dimension, till now, besides [14] and the author's work [3] , there are few such results. In knot theory, there are good reasons that people should pay attention to homomorphisms from π 1 (K) := π 1 (S 3 − N (K)) to finite groups. It was shown in [6] that all finite quandle invariants can be expressed in terms of, for appropriate finite group Γ and various commuting elements x, y of Γ, the numbers N Γ (x, y) of homomorphisms π 1 (K) → Γ sending the meridian and the longitude to x and y, respectively; it was also pointed out that such enumeration is helpful to somehow keep track of the knot group since the knot group is residually finite.
For a knot K, DW 0 3,Γ (S 3 − N (K)) is a vector whose components are exactly N Γ (x, y) in the previous paragraph. We develop a method to compute this invariants for Montesinos knots (see Section 5 for the definition), showing that DW invariants are computable, at least for Montesinos knots. As an illustration, we partially compute the DW invariant when Γ = D n (the dihedral group) with n odd and apply the result to derive a formula for an invariant of long history, namely, the number of n-colorings of knots.
Actually our method is applicable to any other Reshetikhin-Turaev type TQFT. For example, for Montesinos knots, the Witten-Reshetikhin-Turaev invariants which are given by the TQFT constructed from the quantum group U q (g) (g being a Lie algebra) at roots of unit, can be systematically computed. Finally, the partition function of Reshetikhin-Turaev type TQFT for any closed 3-manifold resulting by doing surgery along a Montesinos knot is computable.
The context is organized as follows. Section 2 is a preliminary on DW theory, tangle and link, and RT theory. Section 3 is devoted to unfolding the 3d extended untwisted DW theory. The main result, which expresses the DW invariant of a link in terms of its RT invariants for various colorings, is proved in Section 4. In Section 5 we describe how to compute the DW/RT invariants of Montesinos knots. In Section 6 we derive a formula for the number of ncolorings. The last section contains the proofs of several assertions in the text. The torus S 1 × S 1 is denoted as Σ 1 . Call S 1 × 1 and 1 × S 1 the standard meridian and longitude, respectively.
For elements x, g of a group, denote
All inner product spaces are finite-dimensional; inner product is written to be linear in the first variable and anti-linear in the second.
Let V be the category of inner product spaces. Equip C m with the standard inner product. For V ∈ V, let V ∈ V have the same underlying abelian group as V , equipped with the scalar multiplication (λ, v) → λv, and the inner product (u, v) V = (v, u) V . If λ > 0, then by λ · V we mean the inner product space with the same underlying vector space as V and equipped with the inner product (u, v) λ·V = λ · (u, v) V .
Preliminary

Dijkgraaf-Witten theory
The references for this section are [7] [8] [9] .
Let l be a positive integer. An l-dimensional TQFT Z associates to each closed (l − 1)-manifold B an inner product space Z(B), and to each l-manifold C an element Z(C) of Z(∂C), such that the following axioms hold:
, where ∂F : ∂C → ∂C ′ is the induced map on boundaries. (B) (Orientation) There are natural isometries Z(−B) ∼ = Z(B), through which Z(−C) is sent to Z(C).
(C) (Multiplicativity) There are natural isometries
·, · is the pairing
The l-dimensional untwisted DW theory Z based on a finite group Γ is defined as follows.
For a connected closed (l − 1)-manifold B, let
for a connected closed l-manifold C, let
for a connected l-manifold C with nonempty boundary, let
where ι * : π 1 (∂C) → π 1 (C) is induced by the inclusion ι : ∂C ֒→ C. When l = 3. It is easy to get
The inner product space E := Z(Σ 1 ) can be identified with the vector space of functions f :
) for all a ∈ Γ, with the inner product given by
For each conjugacy class c of Γ, take x ∈ c, choose an irreducible character ρ of the centralizer C(x) of x, and let χ c,ρ ( g x, g h) = ρ(h) for h ∈ C(x) and χ c,ρ (y, k) = 0 whenever y / ∈ c. It is known (see Lemma 5.4 of [9] ) that E has a canonical orthonormal basis consisting of all such χ c,ρ .
The mapping class group of Σ 1 is isomorphic to SL(2, Z) and acts on E by
In particular, for Q = 1 0 1 1 , the expression is
where
Framed Tangles and links
A framed tangle T is an equivalence class of pairs (A, fr) where
, and fr is a normal vector field on A. Two pairs (A, fr) and (A ′ , fr') are equivalent if there is an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism of R 3 that takes A to A ′ and takes fr to fr'. Denote T = [A, fr]. Below we sometimes do not distinguish a framed tangle from its representatives. Call ({0} × R × {0}) ∩ A (resp. ({1} × R × {0}) ∩ A) the source (resp. the target ) of T and denote it as s(T ) (resp. t(T )). Note that s(T ) and t(T ) should be considered as oriented 0-manifolds.
Tangles with empty source and target are just links. A framed tangle can always be presented as a tangle diagram, with the blackboard framing understood. Hence two tangle diagrams represent the same framed tangle if and only if they represent the same unframed tangle and the writhe numbers of corresponding components are the same. When drawing a tangle, we always put its target on the top and the source on the bottom, so that tangles are read from down to up.
Each framed tangle T can be uniquely decomposed into the union of four framed sub-tangles:
Given two tangles T 1 , T 2 , the horizontal composite T 1 ⊔ T 2 is defined by putting T 2 on the right side of T 1 . When #s(T 2 ) = #t(T 1 ) (so there is an obvious bijection between s(T 2 ) and t(T 1 )), and the orientations are compatible, write s(T 2 ) = t(T 1 ), and define the vertical composite T 2 · T 1 to be framed tangle obtained by identifying t(T 1 ) with s(T 2 ) in the obvious way, so that
When s(T ) = t(T ), the closure of T , denoted T , is the closed 1-manifold obtained by connecting the source and target using parallel lines in the way shown in Figure 1 .
Call the tangles in Figure 2 and the ±1 in Figure 3 basic tangles.
For n ∈ Z, the integral tangle n is the iterated vertical composite of |n| copies of 1/−1 when n is positive/negative.
Remark 2.2. For each component K of a framed link L, choose a longitude l(K) according to the framing and a meridian m(K), then the isomorphism
, where m 0 /l 0 is the standard meridian/longitude of Σ 1 , and wr(K) is the writhe number of K.
The category E
Fix a finite group Γ. Let E be the category of graded inner product spaces U = x∈Γ U x together with a left unitary Γ action such that g(U x ) = Ug x ; a morphism U → V is a family of linear maps f = {f x :
Suppose U ∈ E, and xg = gx, let
The function χ U belongs to E and is called the character of U . Define
As is well-known [2] , the category E is just the category of finite-dimensional modules of the quantum double D(Γ), and it is a so-called "modular tensor category". It has a finite set I of isomorphism classes of simple objects; for each i ∈ I, choose an object V (i) representing it. Abbreviate χ V (i) to χ i . Actually {χ i : i ∈ I} is the same as the canonical orthonormal basis {χ c,ρ } mentioned in Section 2.1. There are some crucial structures of E:
• A bifunctor called tensor product
with a "unit" object C ♮ with
• A natural isometry called associator
given by the natural isomorphism of vector spaces
• A natural isometry called braiding
• An involution called dual
the action g : (U ⋆ ) x → (U ⋆ )g x is the same as a map as g :
Thus there is an involution on
• A pair of natural transformations
which are expressed explicitly as
where {u a x } is an arbitrary orthonormal basis of U x , and u x is the image of u x under the identification U x = U For
xs , and call U the external tensor product of U (1) , · · · , U (m) . The functor E ⊠ E → E given by sending U ⊠ V to U ⊙ V and extending "linearly" to the whole domain is well-defined; we denote it also by ⊙. Two colored framed tangles (T, c) and (T ′ , c ′ ) are considered as the same if T ′ is obtained by reversing the orientations of some components A j , j ∈ J ⊆ π 0 (T ) and c ′ differs from c only at these components with c
The Reshetikhin-Turaev invariants
Given a colored framed tangle (T, c).
⋆ )) if s a is the initial (resp. terminal) point of some component A of T , and define
As done in [2, 21] , associated to (T, c) is a morphism
1. To each colored basic tangles as illustrated in Figure 4 , associate a morphism as follows, respectively:
2. Call a framed tangle elementary if it is a horizontal composite of basic tangles; for a colored elementary framed tangle (T, c), let F (T, c) be the tensor product of the morphisms associated to the basic pieces.
3. For a general colored framed tangle T , it is always possible to decompose T as a vertical composite of elementary pieces, then set F (T, c) to be the composite of the morphisms associated to the elementary pieces. 
3D extended DW theory
The TQFT axioms, especially the gluing axiom, which 3d DW theory satisfies, enable us to compute the DW invariant of a 3-manifold M by cutting M along surfaces into relatively simple pieces and combine the DW invariants of these pieces into a global invariant. Nevertheless, we cannot go too far. For example, if not impossible, at least no one knows how to cut the complement of a knot in S 3 into simple sub-manifolds. So the effect is very limited. But the situation will be quite different if we allow the pieces to be manifolds "with corners": there will be very few building blocks for 3-manifolds, as we shall see. This motives us to extend DW theory.
Let S 1 denote {z ∈ C : |z| = 1} with the standard orientation and basepoint 1. For any 1-manifold, we assume that each connected component A is equipped with a diffeomorphism A → S 1 called label, so that A has an induced base-point; we can also use A to denote the loop determined by the orientation and the base-point. For each surface with nonempty boundary, each connected component of its boundary has a label and a basepoint.
For a topological space X, let Π 1 (X) denote the fundamental groupoid of X. A finite group Γ is regarded as a groupoid with a single object.
Definition 3.1. The Γ-bundle category of a topological space X, denoted as B Γ (X), is the category whose objects are functors ρ : Π 1 (X) → Γ, and mor-
Remark 3.2. Here B Γ (X) is the same thing as A 0 (X) Γ defined in [17] . If X is compact, as we always assume to be, then B Γ (X) has finitely many connected components.
Suppose S is a CW structure on X together with a total ordering of 0-cells. Let Π 1 (X; S) be the full subcategory of Π 1 (X) having objects the 0-cells of S. Let F S : Π 1 (X; S) → Π 1 (X) be the inclusion functor, and define a functor G S : Π 1 (X) → Π 1 (X; S) as follows. For each x ∈ X, let σ(x) be the unique cell of lowest dimension that contains x, so x = σ(x) if x ∈ S 0 and x ∈ int(σ(x)) otherwise. Among the vertices of σ(x) let G S (x) be the first one according to the ordering, and let P S (x) be a path in x ∪ G S (x) ∪ int(σ(x)) from x to G S (x), which is unique up to homotopy since int(σ(x)) is contractible. For any
It is easy to see that G S • F S = id and F S • G S is naturally isomorphic to id.
Let B Γ (X; S) be the category whose objects are morphisms ̺ : Π 1 (X; S) → Γ and morphisms are defined similarly as those of B Γ (X), then it is equivalent to B Γ (X) via pre-composing with the functors F S and G S .
DW invariants of 2-manifolds
For a connected closed surface B we re-define
where C[ρ] = C and ρ is an arbitrary representative of [ρ] . It is easy to see that this definition coincides with (1). Now suppose B is connected and
; by this we mean the labels ∂ 
Put
define the action of
where The DW invariant of B can be alternatively defined as a functorẐ(B) :
For a general surface B, let Z(B) (Ẑ(B) resp.) be the external tensor product of Z(B i ) (Ẑ(B i ) resp.), taking over all connected components B i .
Remark 3.4. Suppose S is a CW-structure on B such that S 0 contains all the base-points of B. We can define Z(B; S) andẐ(B; S) similarly as above, with
is naturally isomorphic toẐ(B; S). The point is that Z(B) andẐ(B) are intrinsically defined but hard to view clearly, while Z(B; S) andẐ(B; S) depend on S but are convenient to describe. From now on we do not distinguish Z(B) with Z(B; S).
The DW invariants of 2-manifolds satisfy the following axioms. 
Then there is a natural isometry
where gl A is the composite
In particular, if B 1 , B 2 are surfaces with
Remark 3.6. In (a) and below, for a set J, we use E ⊠J to denote the functor category F un(J, E) where J is regarded as a discrete category. Whenever a bijection J ∼ = {1, · · · , #J} is chosen, E ⊠J can be identified with E ⊠#J .
Remark 3.7. Here we do not discuss orientation axiom, since it is not used in this article. For the same reason, orientation axiom for 3-manifolds is not included.
We put the proof in Section 7.1.
Examples I
Example 3.8.
with
Example 3.9. Let AN be the annulus, with CW structures shown in Figure  5 (a). By definition,
There is an isometry
for all y, with inverse
for all u y ∈ U y and all y. The isometry K U is natural in U , hence gives rise to a natural isomorphism K :Ẑ(AN) ∼ = id. 
the isometry given by
Let CL, B(∩), B(∪) be the surfaces shown in Figure 6 . They are diffeomorphic to each other as manifolds with boundaries, but are pairwise different as cobordisms. We orient and give CW structures to them as the figure illustrates. Example 3.12. Since
Alternatively,
the isomorphism given by
HenceẐ(B(∩)) : E ⊠ E → V is naturally isomorphic to the functor
Example 3.13. Similarly,
andẐ(B(∪)) :
There are a natural isomorphism
There is another isometrŷ
induced by the gluing B(∩) ∪ 2S 1 B(∪) = Σ 1 .
DW invariants of 2 -3-manifolds
For an ordinary 3-manifold C, re-define Z(C) as follows. If C is closed, let
which coincides with (2) .
where B Γ ρ (C) is the subcategory of B Γ (C) having objects φ : Π 1 (C) → Γ such that φ| B = ρ and morphisms those taking e on B. It is easy to see that this is independent of the choice of ρ, and actually coincides with (3) when (23) is identified with (1) . Now turn to more general 3-manifolds.
Definition 3.14. An n-manifold with corners X is an n-dimensional topological manifold together with an n-dimensional smooth structure with corners which is a maximal family of charts
can be extended to a diffeomorphism between open subsets of R n .
Remark 3.15. For manifolds with corners, the meanings of "boundary", "orientation" and "diffeomorphsim" are all self-evident.
Definition 3.16. A 2 -3-manifold C is a 3-manifold with corners together with cobordisms
Remark 3.17. We allow some of the involved submanifolds to be empty. When the 1-submanifolds
are all empty, C is just an ordinary 3-manifold probably with boundary.
For a 2 -3-manifold C as in (43), define a map
which will be a morphism in E ⊠(π0(A d,1 )⊔π0(Au,2)) , as follows. Suppose
We have Similarly
, and let
it depends only on the classes
the sum taking over the canonical basis of Z(B v,1 ∪ B h,2 ). It is easy to verify that Z(C) is indeed a morphism in E ⊠(p+r) . The map Z(C) induces a natural transformation which we denote by the same notation
Definition 3.19. Call the following square the DW invariant of C:
Theorem 3.20. (a) (Functoriality) For each orientation-preserving diffeomorphism of 2 -3-manifolds F : C → C ′ , the following diagram commuteŝ
From now on in this section, we assume that all connected 2 -3-manifolds
Proposition 3.21. (a) Suppose C, C ′ are connected 2 -3-manifolds, and F :
then we have the following commuting diagram
-manifolds satisfying the conditions of Proposition 3.20(c)(i). For any
we have
See Section 7.3 for the proof.
Examples II
Let C(0), C(∩), C(1) be the 2 -3-manifolds shown in Figure 7 . It is obvious that Z(C(0)) is the identity natural transformation. The 2 -3-manifolds C(∩), C(1) are presented as squares as follows:
where we have set the holonomies along non-horizontal paths to be the identity, hence y 1 = x 2 and y 2 = x 1 . From (33) we see that, the image of u x1 ⊗ v x2 ∈ (U ⊙ V ) z under the inverse of (51) is a1,a2
(a
which is then sent by Z(C(1)) U⊠V to a1,a2
since it is forced that b 2 = a 1 , b 1 = a1 x 1 a 2 ; finally, by (33), the map (52) sends (53) to (x 1 v x2 ) ⊗ u x1 . Thus
(54)
The image of u x1 ⊗ v x2 under the inverse of (55) is
and then is sent by Z(C(∩)) U⊠V to
using the relation g = a −1 1 a 2 ; finally, by (34) and (35), it is sent by (56) to the morphism
Example 3.24. Let C(∪) be the 2 -3-manifold obtained by reflecting C(∩) along the horizontal plane. Then by a similar manner, we obtain
Example 3.25. Suppose L is a framed link, and let C = C(L) denote the complement of a tubular neighborhood N (L) of L in a sufficiently large solid cylinder containing it. This is a 2 -3-manifold with
♮ is the map sending 1 to
where ρ is an arbitrary representative of
Hence, using (4) and applying the gluing axiom (D) of Section 2.1, we have
. (61) Example 3.26. Define
where {u a x −1 } is an arbitrary orthonormal basis of U x −1 . By definition, Z(C(∩)) ǫU is the composite
and Z(C(∪)) ιU is the composite
It can be verified that
Example 3.27. Consider the 2 -3-manifold C(1). We have
Relating DW invariants to RT invariants
From each framed tangle T , one can construct a connected 2 -3-manifold by removing a tubular neighborhood of T from a sufficiently large solid cylinder containing T . Denote the 2 -3-manifold as
Recall the notations in Section 2.2. Given a colored framed tangle (T, c), by Definition 2.3 we may assume without loss of generality that,
• each component A ⊆ T 1 is oriented from down to up;
• each component A ⊆ T 0 is oriented counter-clockwise.
Suppose #s(T ) = k, #t(T ) = l. Let U (i) , i = 1, · · · , k; U (j) , j = 1, · · · , l and
•
Note thatẐ
By Proposition 3.21 (a), this is an invariant of (T, c).
Lemma 4.1. Given two colored framed tangles (T 1 , c 1 ) and (T 2 , c 2 ), we have
The proof is put in Section 7. 
Since by Section 3.4, F and F associate the same morphism to each colored basic tangle, we have 
where col(L) is the set of maps c : {1, · · · , r} → I.
Proof. By definition, F (L, c) : C → C is the composite of the upper row of the following commuting diagram
where the middle isomorphism is induced by the homeomorphism The result follows.
Computing invariants of Montesinos knots
For a framed tangle T , let r(T ) denote the new framed tangle represented by the tangle diagram obtained by rotating that of T counterclockwise by
For a rational number In this section we shall see that the problem of computing the DW invariants of Montesinos knots can be reduced to a linear-algebraic one.
Suppose (T, c) is a colored framed tangle such that #s(T ) = #t(T ) = 2 as shown on the left of Figure 8 ; associated to it is a morphism From the figure we see that
Definition 5.2. For W ∈ E and f ∈ End E (W ), the vector-valued trace − → tr (f ) is the element of E given by,
For w ∈ E, define
Lemma 5.3. If the colored framed tangle (T, c) satisfies s(T ) = t(T ) and U T = U T , we can get a colored framed link (T , c) by taking the closure. Then
Proof. By Lemma 2.6 of [21] , F (T , c) = tr q F (T, c), where tr q , in our setting and notation, is equal to | − → tr (F (T, c))|, as can be checked.
(2) The DW invariant of the Montesinos knot
Remark 5.5. By (T, i) we mean the colored framed tangle with the coloring taking i at all components. By R we mean R V (i),V (i ′ ) for some V, W ∈ {U, U ⋆ } as determined by the colored framed tangle; it should be warned that the many R's may differ from each other. Similarly for rot.
We now show how to compute
In the following we identify V (i) ⋆ with V (i ⋆ ) via this isomorphism whenever necessary.
For all i, i ′ ∈ I, choose isomorphisms
i1,i2 be the composite
where (83) sends f to β i3,i4
i1,i2 , and in (85) M(N, L) denotes the space of N × L matrices over C. We shall abbreviate Φ i3,i4 i1,i2 to Φ whenever there is no danger of confusion.
Define ROT = ROT
i3,i4 i1,i2 to be the unique linear map making the following diagram commute:
Choose orthonormal base
, respectively. Then (recalling (19)) {u 2,k } is the dual basis for V (i 2 ) ⋆ and so on.
then rot(F ) can be expressed as
Hence with respect to the base {u 3,a }, {u 1,b }, {u 4,k }, {u 2,l }, rot(F ) is represented by the matrix T (rot(F )) with
and the linear map ROT can be determined according to this relation.
LetF (T (
p q ), i) be the map obtained by replacing rot with ROT and R with Φ(R) in (79), then
where for G =
Then Z(M ( 6 The number of n-colorings for odd n Let L be an oriented link, presented as a diagramL on the plane; let Ar(L) denote the set of arcs ofL. Given an odd natural number n, an n-coloring of L is a map Ar(L) → Z/nZ such that, at each crossing, the sum of the values of the under-crossing arcs is equal to twice of the value of the over-crossing arc. It is well-known that there is a bijection between the set of n-colorings ofL and the set of homomorphisms π 1 (L) → D n sending the meridian to an element of order two. So the number of n-colorings ofL depends only on L itself. Call it the number of n-colorings of L and denote it by CN n (L). The number of n-colorings of a link is an invariant with long history. It was initiated by Fox [4] , then further studied by Przytycki [20] , and it has been generalized by [22] . There are found to be interesting relations between CN n (L) for some n and quantum invariants. For instance, (see [18] However, despite the elementariness, for general n, there is never seen a formula expressing the number of n-colorings, even for classical pretzel knots. Now for a knot K, by Remark 2.2,
6.1 Simple objects of E for D n
The dihedral group has a presentation
There are n+3 2 conjugacy classes:
The corresponding centralizers are Let
+ 2) = W − . Then any simple object of E is isomorphic to exactly one of V (i), i ∈ I with I = {1, · · · ,
is enough to compute F (K,
with the inverse
6.2 Computing Φ and ROT
From
Let Φ ± be the Φ i3,i4 i1,i2 given by (83) to (85) when
where we use (κ) V to denote κ · id V , thanks to N j i,i ′ ∈ {0, 1} for all j ∈ I. By direct computation, we get
the inverse Φ −1 appears as
T (F )
Since
By (100)- (102) we conclude that
Let ROT ± denote the ROT i3,i4 i1,i2 given by (86) when
By (88), and (100)- (104), we have
2 , t, t ′ = 1, · · · , n; by this we mean that
and all the other entries vanish.
The result
By direct computation, one can obtain
r : (n,c)|r
j : (n,c)|j
For a rational number
It can be proved by induction on k that, for s = 1, 2,
Using the following two number-theoretical facts
• j : (n,A)|j
one can further deduce that
Finally, combining Theorem 5.4, Remark 6.1, (7), (89), (91), (110), and noting that θ W ± = ±1 and
, we obtain Theorem 6.2. The number of n-colorings of the Montesinos knot
.
In particular, the number of n-colorings of the rational knot M ( p q ) is n(n, q), and that of the pretzel knot 
by sending each Γ k -invariant element
where gl(ρ) ∈ B Γ (B) is obtained by "gluing ρ along A. It is easy to see that Θ y is well-defined, and these Θ y together define a morphism Θ :
. These Ψ y together define a morphism Ψ :
, and it can be checked that Ψ = Θ −1 .
Proof of Theorem 3.20
Proof. (a) and (b) are obvious.
and
which is just the map inducing Z(C v ) U . In the last line ψ ′ 1 * ψ 1 means the morphism obtained by "gluing" ψ ′ 1 and ψ 1 , and we have used the key fact that
(c)-(ii) The proof is similar to (c)-(i). 
Proof of Proposition 3.21
where in (115) we apply Theorem 3. Proof. The first equation is obvious.
Suppose t(T 1 , λ 1 ) = s(T 2 , λ 2 ). Denote (T 2 · T 1 , λ 2 · λ 1 ) by (T, λ). For each component A of T , suppose A = T 2,A · T 1,A with T 1,A ⊆ T 1 , T 2,A ⊆ T 2 .
• If A ∈ π 0 (T 0 ), then there are 3 possibilities: either T 1,A = ∅, T 2,A = A, or T 1,A = A, T 2,A = ∅, or T 1,A ∈ π 0 (T 
where (116) is got by computing the trace of the endomorphism u →
x,a,g ϑ(x, g)(gu a x −1 , u) U · u a x −1 .
• If A ∈ π 0 (T + ), then T 2,A = A, T 1,A = ∅, and there is nothing to prove.
• If A ∈ π 0 (T 1 ), then there are 3 possibilities: (1) T 1,A ⊆ T We only discuss the case (2) with r = 1 (see Figure 9 
where the first isomorphism is given by (referring to (34)) (121) is got by computing the trace of the endomorphism.
• If A ∈ π 0 (T − ), then there exists an integer r 0, and connected components T Without loss of generality we assume r = 1, see Figure 9 (b). The problem is to show that ε U is equal to the bottom horizontal composite of the following diagram (abbreviating B(∩) ⊔ B(∩) to 2B(∩)): It can be verified by direct computation that the horizontal composite is indeed equal to ε U .
